The Ballroom Dance Company

Presenting a variety of spectacular dance formations, solo routines, and ensemble numbers, Ballroom Dance Company’s compelling and creative choreography seamlessly segues from romantic waltzes to rhythmical sambas and other unexpected surprises.

International Folk Dance Ensemble

Performing international and cultural dances and music from around the world, this ensemble fills the stage with colors, rhythm, and history.
Living Legends

In a performance of culturally inspired dance, music, and costumes, BYU’s Living Legends celebrates Latin American, Native American, and Polynesian heritage in a 90-minute performance.

Mountain Strings

This ensemble presents traditional American bluegrass, Celtic, gypsy, and other international folk music in a colorful display of vocal harmony and instrumental work.
BYU’s top female a capella ensemble, delivers a power-packed concert that combines vocal percussion, humor, and a tight harmony.

The University’s premier choral ensemble presents stunning vocal arrangements in an innovative program, ranging from classical pieces to international folk music to songs from stage and screen.
Vocal Point

This award-winning a capella group combines harmony, humor, and remarkable vocal percussion into a powerful style with unique personality.

Young Ambassadors

Featuring 20 of BYU’s finest singers, actors, and dancers, the Young Ambassadors perform both classic Broadway songs and today’s popular music.
Chamber Orchestra

This virtuoso orchestra comprised of string, woodwind, brass, and percussion players plays an expansive variety of traditional orchestral works.

Contemporary Dance Theatre

Contemporary Dance Theatre explores the different forms of communication and interaction of all lifestyles with a balance of light-hearted performances and moving choreography.

Jazz Legacy Dixieland Band

Playing a variety of traditional jazz and Dixieland styles, this 10-piece ensemble gives listeners a taste of New Orleans and the Roaring Twenties music.

Men’s Chorus

With 190 strong voices, BYU Men’s Chorus is the largest and one of the most popular men’s choirs in the United States.
Philharmonic Orchestra

This widely-acclaimed ensemble is known for its energetic and exciting performances of classical symphonic works from all musical periods.

Synthesis

This jazz ensemble combines swing, blues, jazz, Latin, and fusion to present a feast of jazz entertainment.

Theatre Ballet

In addition to performing both traditional full-length ballets and modern contemporary works, the Theatre Ballet loves to interact with both the young and young at heart.

Wind Symphony

Brigham Young University’s premier concert band comprises the university’s finest woodwind, brass, and percussion players.
For more than 60 years Brigham Young University has fostered the development of high-quality performing groups in dance, theatre, vocal, and instrumental music.

Members of these performing ensembles are selected through rigorous auditions and are professionally trained to provide excellent performances.

These groups edify and entertain with superb, uplifting presentations designed to develop artistic talents and to anchor strong academic programs in the performing arts.

Book one of our groups today.

For more information, please contact:

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PERFORMING ARTS MANAGEMENT

306 Hinckley Center
Provo, UT 84602
801-422-3576
perform@byu.edu
pam.byu.edu